Youth Employment Solutions system (Yes Me!) based on DHIS2

The challenge

- Youth unemployment is a major global crisis with significant social and economic repercussions.
- NGOs roll out employment and skill building programs BUT it’s hard to track beneficiaries.
- Data sharing and data dissemination isn’t well supported by NGOs and donors.

The solution: YES me! DHIS2

- Capturing beneficiary information; enrollment into respective projects and interventions; collecting relevant data via Web and Android app.
- Creating ‘contact moments’: job invitations, job fairs, seminars; and inviting registered beneficiaries to events.
- Tracking enrolled beneficiaries and entering data for the specific events they attended.
- Building relationships: between beneficiaries, mentors, and trainers to capture information flow.

Key information

- Implemented in Philippines & Indonesia.
- More than 5,900 beneficiaries enrolled and trained.
- More than 2300 beneficiaries employed.